
setup/configuration local client
contains easy-to-understand help
messages that assist in making
intelligent choices about the
Business Network Computer
configuration. With features such as
autoload local clients, a host chooser
and the local client launcher, users
have quick and easy access to any
login environment.

Tektronix Business Network
Computers offer terminal emulators
for DEC and IBM environments,
along with the broadest choice of
keyboards in the industry. These
comprehensive offerings, along with
intuitive user interfaces and
simplified system administration,
guarantee maximum efficiency and
productivity for your organization.

Access All Forms of Information
NCBridge software delivers a
comprehensive suite of distributed
multimedia tools available,
increasing user productivity by
providing access to information in
virtually any form, anywhere on the
intranet or the internet. Data types
include digital video and audio,
imaging, graphics, and simple text.

NCBridge networking protocols
support virtually all major platforms
and operating systems, including
IBM, DEC, HP, SUN, SCO, SGI and
Windows NT, as well as legacy and
mainframe equipment. It also
supports the native font formats of
HP, IBM, DEC and SUN hosts. As a
result, Business Network Computers
integrate easily and seamlessly into
mixed computing environments. 

For users not directly connected to a
network, Serial Xpress software
delivers the productivity benefits of
the X window systems to remote
users. Serial Xpress software
efficient compression and
transmission algorithms allow fast
access to X window applications
over low bandwidth connections.
Serial Xpress software is ideal for
remote branch sites accessing
applications running in centralized
corporate locations. Tektronix
Business Network Computers using
Serial Xpress software communicate
simultaneously over serial and
network connections.

Full Access to Your Intranet
By using NCBridge software fully-
featured web browser, Navio NC
Navigator™, users have high-speed
access to your company’s private
intranet. The Web browser includes
Java, the exciting software language
expected to revolutionize network
based computing. 

Navio NC Navigator is the world's
premier client for intranets. By
combining the capabilities of the
World Wide Web, e-mail, and
threaded news discussion groups in
a seamlessly integrated package, this
browser lets users access and share
information within a single, easy-to-
use framework. You have access to a
vast range of information on the
Internet or your company intranet,
including product literature,
company results, and stock quotes.

Maximized User Productivity
Tektronix Business Network
Computers running NCBridge

software elevate users to new heights
of productivity. Industry-leading

features transition users easily from

legacy applications to a Business
Network Computer environment.

Familiar graphical user interfaces,
including industry-standard window

managers, CDE, Motif, and OPEN
LOOK, reduce the learning curve.

Local clients operate in one of
twelve local languages, and the 

Software is the key differentiator
among network computer products.
NCBridge™ software is a link
between today’s cutting edge
technologies (like web browsers and
Java) and your legacy IBM, DEC, and
UNIX applications. NCBridge
provides local terminal emulation to
protect your investment in legacy
systems, while supporting new
features like a local Navigator 3.0
browser.

NCBridge software, designed for
Tektronix Business Network
Computers, provides a unique
breadth of functionality, breaking
new ground in ease-of-use and low
cost administration in a multi-
vendor networked environment. It
provides a comprehensive set of
tools to access any data (including
digital video) and a wide array of
host types (IBM, Sun, DEC, HP, SCO,
and Windows NT) at low cost.

Tektronix NCBridge software
features — such as familiar terminal
emulators and local desktop printing
— provide an easy, economical
migration path from proprietary
environments to the world of
network computing. It also includes
remote administration support,
booting flexibility and increased
system security. The result: a
Business Network Computer that is
simple to manage, extremely
reliable, and inexpensive to own.

NCBridge™ Software
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software updates as soon as they are
available. To further streamline the
upgrade process, updates are
available on a single tape or CD, and
come with easy-to-follow
instructions. System administrators
appreciate the convenience, and
your users always have the latest
functions and benefits available.

Tektronix Business Network
Computers and NCBridge software
come with the backing of a
worldwide service and support
organization committed to customer
satisfaction. Our award-winning
Advanced Support Group provides
strong technical support in the
Business Network Computer
industry, answering your questions
by telephone or e-mail. You’ll also
enjoy the peace of mind of having
local support from sales and service
locations throughout the world.

Window System
X11R6 Server with extensions: Backing Store, 

Save Under, Shape extension, Input
extension, Xidle extension, XTEST
extension, Multibuffering extension,
Screensaver, Font Caching, Old DEC
Windows compatibility, Sun B/W Pixel
reversal, Protocol independent host menu
client, Low memory notification, Local
Xlock, Local Xclock, GUI for updating Flash
Memory on Tektronix Business Network
Computers

Local Web Browser
• Navio NC Navigator
• Native support for HTML, HTTP, FTP, 

NNTP, SMTP, and MIME standards
• Server and client authentication 
• Fully integrated and functional e-mail and

threaded discussion groups
• Encrypted Usenet news and 

conferencing capabilities
• Java applets provide Web pages with a vast

range of new functionality, including
enhancements to live updating, two-way
interaction, and platform-independent
programming 

• JavaScript is a flexible, lightweight macro-
programmable API that allows cross-
platform scripting of events, objects, 
and actions

Local Clients
Local Window Managers - True OSF/Motif 

(mwm) version, OPEN LOOK, Triteal TED, 
Client Launcher
WinDD local client for PC application access
DEC Terminal Emulation (VT220 & VT340) - 

Telnet, LAT, Cterm, Serial
IBM Terminal Emulation - 3270, 3179G

3287 Printer Support
Low Memory Indicator
Xlock
Xclock
Console
Protocol Independent Chooser
Centralized Authorization Key
Print Spooler
Configuration/ Setup Client

Multimedia
MPEG-1 digital video player, 
Digital audio player, XIE image viewer

Serial Port Usage
Serial Xpress, Local VT220 and VT340 serial
clients, Bi-directional I/O port (printer, tablet,
touch screen attachment)

Boot Options
FLASH or download from central host via
TFTP, MOP, or NFS, Address resolution via
DHCP, BOOTP, or RARP

Protocols
TCP/IP, NFS, RSH, Domain Name Service
Optional: DECnet, LAT, Serial Xpress, TN3270

Network Management
SNMP MIB II, TEK-MIB extensions, Ping, 
DEC MIRROR, DEC TRIGGER, Remote Setup
client, Remote Console client, Remote Reset

Font Service
TFTP, NFS, DAP, X font server, Font caching

Font Formats
X font server, SNF (Sun, NCD, HP, and IBM),
DEC DWF and SYSFONT, PCF, SCF

Configuration
Host Specific, Install Scripts - Sun, HP, IBM, 

SGI, DEC VMS, Ultrix, Generic Unix, NT
Local or Remote Configuration via Setup
client
Centralized configuration down-loaded 

from host
SNMP MIB II
TEK-MIB private extensions

Security
MIT-MAGIC-COOKIE-1, Lock Screen, 
Password protected Setup, Lock keyboard

Increased Reliability and Security
Business Network Computers boot
reliably and continue to operate,
even when network problems occur.
This level of reliability is ensured by
several NCBridge features:
• Uninterruptible boot process
• Staggered boot times
• Network load balancing
• Priority access to boot resources 

for mission-critical computers
• Secondary boot host

By placing a password on the local
setup interface, system
administrators prevent erroneous
changes to the configuration or boot
procedure. In addition, a local Xlock
client protects against tampering
with a user’s session.

Customized Services 
and Worldwide Support 
Keeping up with software upgrades
is a real challenge, so Tektronix
offers NCBridge Update Service.
Like the rest of the Tektronix
Business Network Computer
products, NCBridge Update Service
is as simple and cost-effective as
possible. Your annual subscription
fixes your software costs for the year,
and guarantees that you
automatically receive all NCBridge

Reduced Cost of Ownership through
Simplified System Management

Tektronix makes the administration
and configuration of its Business
Network Computers as simple as
possible. System administrators use
a single centralized file to configure
individual Business Network
Computers. Administrators in
distant locations view or modify
configurations and operator
messages by utilizing Remote Setup
and Remote Console functionality.
Since Tektronix Business Network
Computers boot from a centralized
host or optional FLASH memory,
NCBridge updates occur quickly
and easily.

Proactively detecting and solving
problems saves a tremendous
amount of time and effort. With
NCBridge tools, users and systems
administrators avoid diminished
productivity and costly downtime.
The low memory indicator, for
example, warns users of potential
out-of-memory issues. System
administrators conveniently monitor
all Tektronix Business Network
Computers using common SNMP
network utility tools.
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